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Watch Out For Bracing Angles By Bob Whittier location of fuselage truss members must all be taken into consideration, it is well to start out with a realistic consideration of the bracing angles involved, for they directly affect
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arasol, high-wing or mid-wing — which wing arrangement would you choose for your new design? While appearance, streamlining, visibility, cockpit entry and exit, and
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Fig. 4



The Heath Parasol, top, and the Heath Midwing, below, used same basic components . . . but note the substantial difference in wing strut bracing angles!



the safety and weight of the structi.re. Figs. 1, 2, and 3 shown on page 36 show the loads which will be developed by each of the three arrangements, assuming that wingspan and airplane weight remain constant. As is easily seen, the high-wing develops moderately greater loads than the parasol, but the mid-wing develops very appreciably greater loads. The slight increase in spar and strut weight needed in the high-wing may be adequately compensated for in better streamlining and/or obtaining a closed cabin. The mid-wing will probably require heavier struts, heavier spars, heavier wing root fittings and stronger fuselage cross tubes to take the tension and compression forces developed. This, in fact, is one reason why so fsw mid-wing airplanes have been manufactured. In Fig. 3 the high loads could probably be reduced by moving the point of strut attachment to the wing closer to the fusela; e, thus increasing the rather low bracing angle shown. If this were done, the bending moment on the wing spars would be greater because more wing area would be outboard of the strut attachment point. In all probability the spars then would have to be fitted with doubling flanges, at an increase in cost and weight. It is true that the mid-wing configuration has been very popular in Goodyear racing airplanes, but in this case it is essential to remember that many have cantilever wings and those which do use strut or wire bracing have short wingspans, which affect the bracing angle. For good performance on low power, a sportplane should have a generous wing span and here the matter of bracing angles comes to the fore. Fig. 4 shows a Heath Parasol and a Heath Midwing; both ships used the same basic wings and fuselages, and the difference in bracing angles is so clearly seen as to impress on one the validity of the loads depicted in the preceding three drawings. In the early 1930's, the Parasol was much more popular than the Midwing. It is possible to make a rapid estimation of forces by the "graphic method" as in the top sketch of Fig. 5. The "trigonometric method" in the continued on page 36 SPORT AVIATION 35



BRACING ANGLES . . . continued /rom page 35
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lower sketch may also be used. Engineering texts describe both in detail and it is well worth the small amount of time to make these checks before choosing any particular configuration. Depending on the bracing angles used, the resulting airplane can be safe or dangerous, light in weight or heavy.
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FOR SALE or will trade for o clean biplane. C-85-8, cruise 175, top speed over 200. Engine 9 hours SMOH — air frame 9 hours.



CALL OR WRITE



TOMMY DEMPSEY 811 Maple, Odessa, Tex. Phone FE 2-4S72



Night—EM 6-5446



Practical Lightplane Design & Construction For The Amateur has complete plans for one or two-place time tested low cost lightplane using many standard parts. 50 pages (SVV'xIl") only $4.75 ppd. Dime for air mail brochure W. J. Fike, Dept E, Box 683 Anchorage, Alaska
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Drawings by Don Cookman



COMPLETE SET OF DETAILED PLANS OF CAPT. W. L. SKLIAR'S t k



AQUA GLIDER"



Are now available to the homebuilder for the construction of this proven water glider. Large scale and well detailed, these plans are easy to follow. Simple wood construction makes building easy. Over two yean of flight



has proven the glider safe and easy to fly. Send $5.00 for scale three view drawing, 5 X 7 photos and information on materials and construction. Balance of detailed drawings with full six* airfoil section only $15.00.
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that has a cylindrical fuselage, the HRL is the centerline of ... rising relative to the. HRL as we move aft. .... offs are tricky and dangerous in practice because the ...
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Cycling is fun, efficient, easy... and safe if you watch out for all ... 

the nearest bicycle shop ('fietsen- maker') or simply ask someone for a bicycle pump ('fietspomp'). We hope you have great fun exploring Amsterdam by bicycle!
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